REMOTE PRODUCTIVITY
MONITORING

WHAT IS RPM?
Softwatch Remote Productivity Monitoring solution (RPM) provides managers
with the visibility into their workers’ productivity by analyzing the time workers
use enterprise applications on a daily basis, and with initial insights on potential
rightsizing opportunities for such applications.

WHY NOW?
Covid-19 has scattered a large portion of the global workforce and forced
thousands of businesses to struggle with new challenges associated with the
unplanned shift to an almost total remote work environment. A critical challenge
for management is how to monitor the productivity of their remote workers,
while maintaining their privacy.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
To help companies address the challenge, Softwatch is leveraging
its patented technology and introduces the innovative Remote
Productivity Monitoring (RPM) solution to enable monitoring of
remote workers and office teams. It collects and analyzes the time
workers spend on enterprise applications so that managers can
assess the work productivity of its employees on a daily basis while
also respecting their privacy.
RPM works with offline,
online, hybrid & home
developed applications
and monitors a
predefined set of such
applications determined
by the customer

RPM analyzes app
usage quietly in the
background, avoiding
the creation of an
overly-intrusive,
privacy-invasive
work environment

RPM helps managers to
obtain initial insights on
potential rightsizing for
enterprise applications

RPM methods are
industry proven and
are based on
experience in serving
hundreds of enterprise
customers worldwide

About Softwatch
Softwatch is a leader in Transition Management and Application Usage
analytics. The company’s SaaS solution enables enterprises to effectively
manage the transition of business applications to the cloud, optimize their
hybrid cloud environment and reduce software spending. Softwatch holds
patents for its software usage and user segmentation solutions.
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According to
Gartner , 74% of
CFOs plan to
increase remote
work rather than
having everyone
return to an office.

